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Recommended Unicode characters for digitizing Wakashan languages 
 
Introduction 
 
This document recommends Unicode characters for writing Wakashan languages by computer. These recommendations 
are motivated by the need to ensure that electronic resources written in and about Wakashan languages are easily 
sharable across programs and operating systems, and are are readable far into the future. 
 
For each symbol, we give its common name, Unicode code and subset, and our favourite keyboard shortcut for typing it 
in word-processing programs. Codes are in hexadecimal numbers—that is, base sixteen rather than base ten.  Shortcuts 
are chosen as much as possible to consist of the ALT key, plus simple keystrokes in Languagegeek electronic keyboards. 
 
We include only orthographic characters used in offical writing systems. Narrower, phonetic transcription should use 
characters from the IPA subsets of Unicode. No codes are described for the usual twenty-six letters of the Latin alphabet, 
as these are completely standardized already. We include digraphs like ʣ, ʦ, ʧ, though these are recommended only for 
phonetic transcription, and not for orthography. 
 
Note that many characters consist of two or more Unicode symbols. For example: 
 
 k ̓ consists of k plus ◌̓   
 x̱ consists of x plus ◌̱   
 š consists of s plus ◌̌   
 č ̓ consists of c plus ◌̌ plus ̓ 
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Stand-alone symbols 
 
These are symbols that can stand alone to represent a phoneme, or single language sound. Most are based on letters of 
the Latin and Greek alphabets. They are arranged according to Latin alphabetical order, and secondarily by code, but 
with similar symbols near each other, and non-Latin letters following their nearest Latin equivalent. 
 
symbol  code  common name  Unicode subset  shortcut 

ʣ  02A3  DZ digraph  IPA Extensions  ALT-z 
ə  0259  schwa  IPA Extensions  ALT-8 
ᴇ  1D07  small capital E  Phonetic Extensions  ALT-* 
ᵋ  1D4B  superscript epsilon  Phonetic Extensions  ALT-3 
ɡ  0261  script G  IPA Extensions  ALT-g 
ɢ  0262  small capital G  IPA Extensions  ALT-G 
ħ  0127  barred H  Latin Extended-A  none 
ʟ  029F  small capital L  IPA Extensions  ALT-l (little L) 
ł  0142  barred L  Latin Extended-A  ALT-; 
ɬ  026C  loopy L  IPA Extensions  none 
λ  O3BB  lambda  Basic Greek  ALT-{ 
ƛ  019B  barred lambda  Latin Extended-B  ALT-[ 
ʃ  0283  esh  IPA Extensions  none 
ʦ  02A6  TS digraph  IPA Extensions  none 
ʧ  02A7  T-esh digraph  IPA Extensions  none 
χ  03C7  chi  Basic Greek  ALT-x 
ʔ  0294  (glottal) stop  IPA Extensions  ALT-/ 
ʕ  0295  pharyngeal  IPA Extensions  ALT-? 
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Diacritics 
 
These are symbols that must be written with at least one other symbol in order to represent a language sound. While 
some take up width on the page like other symbols, others are combining diacritics that have no width of their own, but 
occur above or below another symbol, which is represented in this table by a dotted circle. They are arranged with 
alphabetic symbols first, and then by code, but with similar characters near each other. 
 
symbol  code  common name  Unicode subset  shortcut 

ᵘ  1D58  superscript U  Phonetic Extensions  ALT-V 
ʷ  02B7  superscript W  Spacing Modifier Letters  ALT-v 
ᶻ  1DBB  superscript Z  Phonetic Extensions Supplement  none 
`  0060  backtick (grave accent)  Basic Latin  none 
´  00B4  forward tick (acute accent)  Latin-1  none 
·  00B7  middle dot  Latin-1  none 
  ̣  0323  combining underdot  Combining Diacritical Marks  ALT-` 
ˑ  02D1  half long sign  Spacing Modifier Letters  ALT-. 
ː  02D0  full long sign  Spacing Modifier Letters  ALT-: 
˚  02DA  ring above1  Spacing Modifier Letters  ALT-@ 
◌ ̥  0325  combining ring below  Combining Diacritical Marks  ALT-\ 
◌ ̄  0304  combining macron  Combining Diacritical Marks  ALT-_ 
◌ ̱  0331  combining macron below  Combining Diacritical Marks  ALT-, 
◌ ̌  030C  combining wedge (caron)  Combining Diacritical Marks  ALT-= 
◌ ̓  0313  combining hard sign (glottalization)  Combining Diacritical Marks  ALT-’ 
◌  25CC  dotted circle  Geometric Shapes  none 

 

                                                 
1 Do not confuse 02DA ◌˚ (ring above) with 00B0 ◌° (degree sign). 
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Character conversions for the Boas-Hunt Kwak̓wala texts 
 
When entering Boas and Hunt manuscripts into a computer, I have been using the encodings in the ‘plain text’ column 
for ease of typing, then I convert them to the ‘Boas’ symbols by global search-and-replace (in Word: Edit > Replace). 
 
You will notice that, in addition to transcribing all of Boas and Hunt’s symbols, I indicate the presence of unwritten 
glottal stop—that is, at the beginnings of words and between vowels—with a 7, as distinct from their written glottal stop, 
which I transcribe as 3. The purpose of this is to make it easier to convert the resulting texts into either Kwakw̓ala or 
Liq̫̓ ala orthography later, since the three orthographies have different rules for which glottal stops are written. 
 
Boas  plain text  U’mista  Liq̓ʷala 

ä, ë  a.., e..  e, i  e, i 
ă, ŭ  au, uu  a,̱ wa ̱  ə, ʷə 
ā, ē, ī, ō, ū  aa, ee, ii, oo, uu  a, i, i, u, u  a, i, i, u, u 
â, ê, î, ô  av, ev, iv, ov  o, e, a,̱ o  o, e, a,̱ o 
E  8  a ̱  ə 
g·, k·, x·  gj, kj, xj  g, k, x  g, k, x 
g̣, q, x,̣ x  g_, q, x_, x  g̱, ḵ, x, x ̱  ǧ, q, x, x ̌
ʟ, ʟ!, ʟ,̣ ł  tl, t1l, dl, lh  tł, tł̓, dł, ł  ƛ, ƛ̓, λ, ł 
VV  V7V  V’V  VʔV 
#V  7V  V  ʔV 
ᵋR  3R  ’R  R̓ 
ᵋ  3  ’  ʔ 
ᵘ  v  w  ʷ 
C!  C1  C ̓  C ̓
! (punct)  <\!>  !  ! 
´  `  none  none 
“”  “”  “”  “” 
 


